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BNL has lots more than RHIC, but RHIC 
is the only collider visible from space �
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Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider 
1 of 2 ion colliders (other is LHC), only polarized p-p collider 

2 superconducting 3.8 km rings 
2 large experiments  

   

 100 GeV/nucleon Au 
 250,255 GeV polarized protons 

 

Performance defined by 
  1. Luminosity L 
  2. Proton polarization P 
  3. Versatility 
     Au-Au, d-Au, Cu-Cu, polarized p-p (so far) 
2012 U+U, Cu+Au, 2013 510 GeV  p-p for W 
       15 different energies (so far) 



RHIC Run 13 �s=510 GeV polarized p-p�
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Purpose: flavor 
identified quark spin 
structure functions 
using Parity Violating 
W which couples to 
flavor. Also gluon spin 
structure function using 
direct � production �
g+q��+q�
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Schematic Diagram of the eRHIC accelerator  e-acceleration process 
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New  
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I start with a quick summary of news from BNL�
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Inside RHIC | Report on the Tribble Panel Hearings

Brookhaven National Laboratory search  

Friday, September 21, 2012

Report on the Tribble Panel Hearings

By Steve Vigdor

Home Archives Submission Guidelines Contact RHIC

       DOE asks to close RHIC, JLAB, FRIB? Pick one!                                  
Good outcome 2% real increase per year saves all 3. 

This was included in President’s 2014 Budget!!�



January 8, 2003-New Associate Lab Director�
Duke Physicist to Lead Brookhaven Lab's Nuclear and Particle
Physics Program
Berndt Mueller to take the helm advancing the frontiers of the Lab’s physics programs

January 8, 2013
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March 2013 New Laboratory Director�
Brookhaven Science Associates Names Doon Gibbs Director of
Brookhaven National Laboratory
March 29, 2013

Doon Gibbs, Director of Brookhaven National Laboratory
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Previous Lab Director now Director of RBRC�
Sam Aronson Named Director of the RIKEN Brookhaven Research
Center

Succeeds 
Nick 
Samios 
who 
succeeded 
T.D.Lee�
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New High Tech Material Science Building�

The new world-class Interdisciplinary Science Building at Brookhaven Lab is an 87,700-square-foot facility containing 60 standard
laboratories, four specialty labs, and offices, where researchers will collaborate to tackle America's most pressing energy challenges.

Upton, NY—Doors opened today, April 11, 2013, at the Interdisciplinary Science Building (ISB), a new world-class
research facility at the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Brookhaven National Laboratory where scientists will work
to drive breakthrough solutions to the nation's energy challenges. Representatives from DOE, Brookhaven Lab, and
Brookhaven Science Associates (BSA) joined elected officials and members of the Brookhaven Lab community at the
ISB for a dedication ceremony to celebrate the facility's opening.

Scientists at the ISB will engineer and optimize materials with the goal of

developing breakthrough technologies for batteries, biofuels, and solar panels.
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Example of Equipment in this Building�

Božovi� leads Brookhaven Lab's Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) group, which builds 
custom-designed thin films one atomic layer at a time with this machine. �

Brookhaven Lab's Ivan Bo�ovi� Honored as Max Planck Lecturer
Condensed matter physicist gave the prestigious titled lecture and announced the
emergence of a new field called "interface physics."
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April 18--DOE to Compete BNL M&O Contract�
���	
���������: The U.S. Department of Energy today issued the following news release.

Department of Energy to Compete Management and Operating Contract for Brookhaven National Laboratory

Competition may lead to improved cost efficiencies as well as new and innovative approaches for planning the 
lab's future.

WASHINGTON, DC - The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) plans to begin competing the management and 
operating (M&O) contract for the Brookhaven National Laboratory over the next 20 months.

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is operated by Brookhaven Science Associates and located on Long 
Island, NY. Brookhaven Science Associates has run BNL since 1998. The current contract for BNL expires 
January 4, 2015.

DOE expects the competition for the new contract will result in improved contractor performance and cost 
efficiencies at BNL. Competing the contract at this time occurs at a transformative stage for BNL, with recent 
upgrades to scientific facilities and its National Synchrotron Light Source-II coming on-line in late 2014. 
Competition allows DOE to elicit new and innovative approaches for planning BNL's future. Additional information 
about the competitive process for the contract will be announced when available and will be posted on a public 
website.

Brookhaven National Laboratory is a multi-program laboratory, conducting research in nuclear and high-energy 
physics, physics and chemistry of materials, environmental and energy research, nonproliferation, neurosciences 
and medical imaging, and structural biology. Unique user research facilities include the Relativistic Heavy Ion 
Collider, National Synchrotron Light Source, Center for Functional Nanomaterials, NASA Space Radiation 
Laboratory and the Positron Emission Tomography (PET) Facility.
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Preparing for a 5th ‘g-2’ �
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Massive Particle Storage Ring to Begin 3,200-Mile Trek on Saturday��������
The 50-foot-wide electromagnet will begin its voyage over land and sea to its new home at Fermi National Accelerator�

Laboratory in Illinois, where it will become the centerpiece of a new groundbreaking experiment.  More...



CERN Courier re: 3rd g-2 1970�
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Team from First g-2 1959-61�
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My Mentors-AGS floor c. 1963�
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                              Tinlot,              Cool (ALD),       MJT,                                       Lederman  �

My thesis experiment, muon-proton elastic scattering---``Why does the muon weigh 

heavy?” We still don’t know! Next beam to left: first neutrino expt (Nobel Prize); over 

in inner Mongolia CP violation (Nobel Prize). Those were the days! �



From 1960-70, we go to the ICHEP 1972�

At the International Conference on High Energy Physics  (ICHEP) 
1972 there were three momentous developments:�

 � The discovery in p-p collisions at the CERN ISR of production 
of particles with large transverse momentum (pT) which proved 
that the partons of Deeply Inelastic Scattering (DIS) strongly 
interacted with each other. �
� Measurements of DIS in neutrino scattering presented by Don 
Perkins who proclaimed that “In terms of constituent models, the 
fractionally charged (Gell-Mann/Zweig) quark model is the only 
one which fits both the neutrino and electron data.”�
 � The origin of QCD  in the presentation by Harald Fritzsch and 
Murray Gell-Mann with the title “Current Algebra: Quarks and 
What Else?”�
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High pT �0 1972 -ISR�

CCR, R. Cool, ICHEP 1972 
parton-parton scattering  >> EM�
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 Published as: F.W. Büsser, et al., �
CERN, Columbia, Rockefeller 
Collaboration�
 Phys. Lett. 46B, 471  (1973)�

Scaling Laws very important in DIS&high pT 
Bjorken scaling PR179(1969)1547 (DIS)� 
BermanBjKogut scaling PRD4(71)3388 � 
Blankenbecler, Brodsky, Gunion xT=2pT/�s 
Scaling PL 42B, 461 (1972), for high pT�

neff gives the form of the force-law 
between constituents: neff=4 for QED �



First prediction using �QCD� 1975-wrong but�

in QCD; deviation from Bjorken scaling.�
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1978-Owens and FFF first QCD calculations for inclusive �0 �

Feynman,Field,Fox, PRD18(1978)3320�Owens, Kimel PRD18(1978)3313�

QCD works!! kT smearing dramatically improves agreement at lower pT�
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xT scaling with 
neff=4 (parton 
model) QCD non-
scaling is visible�

QCD in Action 2012 in Direct � production g+q��+q �

xT scaling with 
neff=4.5 works for 
direct-� due to  
QCD non-scaling�

Collection of World�s 
direct-� measurements in 
(p+p / p+pbar) including 
PHENIX low pT msmt. 
PRL104(2010)132301and 
PRC87(2013)054907 

See the classic paper of Fritzsch and Minkowski, PLB 69 (1977) 316-320�
Plot by PHENIX Phys. Rev. D86(2012) 072008 �
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Status of QCD Theory in 1978�
•� The first modern QCD calculation and prediction for high pT single 
particle inclusive cross sections including non-scaling and initial state 
radiation was done in 1978 by J. F. Owens, E. Reya, M.Gluck, PRD 
18, 1501 (1978), �Detailed quantum-chromodynamic predictions for 
high-pT processes,� and J.F. Owens, J. D. Kimel, PRD 18, 3313 
(1978), �Parton-transverse-momentum effects and the quantum-
chromodynamic description of high-pT processes�.�

•� This work was closely followed and corroborated by Feynman, 
Field, Fox PRD 18, 3320 (1978), �Quantum-chromodynamic 
approach for the large-transverse-momentum production of particles 
and jets.� �

•� Unfortunately jets in 4� Calorimeters at ISR energies or lower are 
invisible below                        GeV, which led to considerable  
confusion in the period 1980-1982.�

ŝ � ET � 25
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NA5-the coup-de-grâce to jets (1980)�
•� Full azimuth calorimeter -0.88<�*<0.67 (� NA35, NA49)�

•� plus triggered in two smaller apertures 

corresponding to E260. �
•� No jets in full azimuth data�
•�All data way above QCD predictions�
•� The large ET observed is the result of 
�a large number of particles with a 
rather small transverse momentum�--the 
first ET measurement in the present 
terminology. �

K. Pretzl, Proc 20th ICHEP (1980)          

C. DeMarzo et al NA5, PLB112(1982)173�

For more on ET see MJT IJMPA 4 (1989)3377�
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UA1-Carlo himself explained ET (no jet) dist. 
before seeing UA2 plot. Explanation is correct�

UA1 (1982) Paris-withdrawn (C.Rubbia) �s=540 GeV.  
No Jets because ET is like multiplicity (n), composed of 
many soft particles near <pT> !      CERN-EP-82/122.�

OOPS UA2 discovers jets  
~5-6 orders of magnitude 
down in ET distribution!�
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ICHEP Paris 1982-THE UA2 Jet�
From 1980--1982 most high energy physicists doubted jets existed 
because of the famous NA5 ET spectrum which showed NO JETS. 
This one event from UA2 in 1982 changed everybody�s opinion. �
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I rushed through the previous slides because:�
•� 1) The subject has been covered in previous ISSP lectures and 

proceedings  by me;�
•� New this year: I wrote a book (with Jan Rak) with all this kind of 

information, “High pT physics in the Heavy Ion Era”�

View larger image

High-pT Physics in the Heavy Ion Era
Jan Rak, University of Jyväskylä, Finland
Michael J. Tannenbaum, Brookhaven National Laboratory, New York

Hardback

Series: Cambridge Monographs on Particle Physics, Nuclear Physics and Cosmology(No. 34)

ISBN:9780521190299

Publication date:April 2013

396pages

202 b/w illus.

Dimensions: 247 x 174 mm

Weight: 0.87kg

In stock

£70.00

View other formats: Adobe eBook Reader

Aimed at graduate students and researchers in the field of high-energy nuclear physics, this book provides an overview of
the basic concepts of large transverse momentum particle physics, with a focus on pQCD phenomena. It examines high-
pT probes of relativistic heavy-ion collisions and will serve as a handbook for those working on RHIC and LHC data
analyses. Starting with an introduction and review of the field, the authors look at basic observables and experimental
techniques, concentrating on relativistic particle kinematics, before moving onto a discussion about the origins of high-pT
physics. The main features of high-pT physics are placed within a historical context and the authors adopt an
experimental outlook, highlighting the most important discoveries leading up to the foundation of modern QCD theory.
Advanced methods are described in detail, making this book especially useful for newcomers to the field.
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QGP PHYSICS 
Highlights from RHIC�
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�Mike, is there a �real collider detector� at 
RHIC?�---J. Steinberger about PHENIX�

•� PHENIX is a special purpose 
detector designed and built to 
measure  rare processes 
involving leptons and photons at 
the highest luminosities.�
�� possibility of zero magnetic field on axis �
��minimum of material in aperture 0.4% Xo�
�� EMCAL RICH e± i.d. and lvl-1 trigger�
•� � �0 separation up to pT ~ 25 GeV/c�
•� EMCAL and precision TOF for h± pid �

Comparison to scale 
with a wedge of CMS�
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STAR-more conventional collider detector�
Original STAR detector c. 2000. Several incremental upgrades since.�
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    Soft Physics Dominates             
bbbparticle production           

in both p-p and A+A 
(Relativistic Heavy Ion)  

collisions�
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4%�

0.5%�

c�0 �Bj =5.4±0.6 GeV fm-2�

PRC 71 (2005) 034908�

AuAu Central Collisions cf. p-p�
STAR-Jet event in pp  STAR Au+Au central  

High pT particle 

p+p 

High pT particle 

Au+Au 

PHENIX Au+Au central 

�Bj =
1
�R2

1
c� 0

dET

dy
� 

� 
� 

� 

� 
	 

Centrality is defined 
by Npart calculated 
from upper percentile 
of such distributions�
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The most important 
innovation at RHIC was 

the use of hard-
scattering as an in-situ 
probe of the medium in 

RHI collisions �
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Hard scattering as a probe of the medium: 
Hot (AA) vs Cold pA Nuclear Matter Effects�

���

•� RHIC is versatile�
��Can collide any nuclear species on any other�

Hard scattering of partons 
in the initial collision is in-
situ internal probe of 
medium. Do quarks and 
gluons lose energy in the 
medium? If so exactly how? �

In p+A or d+A, medium is small,  
(1 nucleon wide) or non-existent. 
This is baseline for any cold 
nuclear matter  effect in initial 
collision�
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Hard scattering cross section in pA and AA 

collisions�
���

For soft collisions, with a large 

cross section in p-p collisions, 

shadowing occurs in p+A 

collisions. p+A cross section ~ A2/3 �

For hard collisions with p
T
>2 GeV/c, r< 0.1fm, 

scattering is pointlike relative to size of nucleus 

so is not shadowed,�

.�
.�
.�

.�
.�
.�

.�
.�

.�
.�

.�
.�
.�

.�

T
AB

(b) is the overlap integral of the nuclear profile functions (red), at impact 

parameter b.  f  means the integral over a range of impact parameters d2b=2�bdb �



Nuclear Modification Factor!�

�0 are suppressed in Au+Au eg 200 GeV�

RAA (pT ) =
d2NAA

� /dpTdyNAA
inel

TAA d2� pp
� /dpTdy

RHIC �0 pp vs AuAu�

 (GeV/c)
T

p
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

dy T
dN

/d
p

-810

-710

-610

-510

-410

p+p data
and fit func.

Au+Au data

 scale
AA

(1) T (2) Move along fit to
scaled p+p data

T
p�(3) Calculate 

 pT(p+p) - pT(Au+Au)� 

After a decade of the ratio RAA we are 
now paying more attention to �pT the 
shift in the pT spectrum as an indicator 
of energy loss in the QGP, but first 
back to 2003 RHIC d+Au data�
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�0  are suppressed in Au+Au but not in d+Au  
� suppression is due to hot matter�

RAA (pT ) =
d2NAA

� /dpTdyNAA
inel

TAA d2� pp
� /dpTdy
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•� This one figure encodes 
rigorous control of systematics�
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•� in four different measurements over 
many orders of magnitude�

RHIC Physics is Precision Science�

= = 
�0� direct-��

Direct photons unaffected by QGP 
medium in Au+Au �         

�0 suppression is medium effect  
 

PRL94 (2005) 232301�

PRL101 (2008) 232301�

PRL91 (2003) 241803� PRD 86 (2012) 072008�

�0�

��
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Status of R
AA

 in AuAu at �s
NN

=200 GeV 2013�

(GeV/c)
T

 p
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

 
A

A
 R

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8

2
2.2
2.4  = 200 GeV, 0-10% most centralNNsPHENIX   Au+Au,   

 0-5% cent (arXiv:1205.5759)�direct 
 (PRL101, 232301)0�

 (PRC82, 011902)�
 (PRC83, 024090)�

p (PRC83, 064903)

 0-20% cent. (PRL98, 232301)�J/
 0-20% cent. (PRC84, 044902)�

 (PRC84, 044905)HF
�e
 (PRC83, 064903)+K

particle ID 

is crucial: 

different 

particles 

behave 

differently�

Notable are that ALL particles are suppressed for p
T
>2 GeV/c 

(except for direct-�), even electrons from c and b quark decay; with 

one notable exception: the protons are enhanced-(baryon anomaly)�
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New dAu and AuAu data this year give a clue�
 = 200 GeVNNsAu+Au 
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PHENIX arXiv:1304.3410�

No effect in dAu (RdA=1) with 
the exception of protons which 
have a huge enhancement 
(Cronin Effect). A common 
explanation of  the dAu and 
AuAu baryon enhancements for 
pT<6 GeV/c is needed. �

Note the absence of any centrality effect 
for mesons in dAu in this pT range.�
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  Pb+Pb 2.76TeV+/-ALICE h
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(global)=0.3%�Pb+Pb 0-5%, 
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(global)=0.7%�Pb+Pb 70-80%, 
(global)=2.9%�Au+Au 70-80%, 

Agreement of ALICE h± RAA with PHENIX �0 in the overlap region 
5<pT<20 GeV/c is incredible; BUT because invariant pT spectrum at LHC is 
flatter than at RHIC, spectrum shift �pT is 40% larger at LHC than at RHIC 
presumably due to the hotter and possibly denser medium.�

PHENIX PRC 87 (2013) 034911 �
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Energy dependence of �pT/pT �
�� �pT/pT from 39GeV to 2.76TeV! 

–� ~0.3 for LHC 

2013-06-03 12 T. Sakaguchi, INPC2013@Florence, Italy 

arXiv:1204.1526�

LHC�

RHIC�

arXiv:1208.2254�
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The big event this year 
is the p+Pb run at LHC 
and the d+Au results 

from RHIC presented at 
QM2012, with further 
new results this year�
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But to get a feeling for 
the fundamentals of p+A 
physics, we must again 
go back again to 1972.�
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One of the more 
memorable of the 

proposals from 
my service on 
Bob Wilson’s 

Program Advisory 
Committee at 
FNAL from 

1972-75�
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Wit Busza proposed ONE photomultiplier!�
5 inches�
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Result of E178 was revolutionary-I�
PRL 39, 1499 (1977) �

200 GeV   ycm=3.0�

•� NO CHANGE (�>5)�
Forward fragmentation 
proton passes through!!�
�  Tremendous Activity  

Target region (�<0.5)�
� Mid rapidity: dn/d� 
increases with A with 
small shift backwards 
with increasing A�

p+A where A is 
represented by 
average number 
of collisions ��

Strong dependence 
on rapidity�
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Result of E178 was revolutionary-II�

RA= <n>pA/ <n>pp= (1+<v>) / 2�

<Npart>pA�
<Npart>pp�

PRD 22, 13 (1980) : Npart rather than Ncoll governs particle production. 
Inspires the wounded nucleon model: Bialas, et al, NPB111, 461 (1976)�
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Extreme-Independent 
or Wounded Nucleon Models c. 1980�

•� Number of Spectators (i.e. non-participants) Ns can be measured directly in Zero 
Degree Calorimeters at fixed target machines. Allows unambiguous measurement of 
(projectile) participants = Ap–Ns For symmetric A+A collision Npart=2Nprojpart =2(Ap-Ns)�

•� Uncertainty principle and time dilation prevent cascading of produced particles in 
relativistic collisions � h/m�c > 10fm even at AGS energies: particle production takes 
place outside the Nucleus in a p+A reaction. The only thing consistent with relativity 
and quantum mechanics that can happen to a struck nucleon after a collision  is for it to 
become an excited nucleon with roughly the same energy but reduced momentum.�

•� Thus, Extreme-Independent models separate the nuclear geometry from the dynamics 
of particle production. The Nuclear Geometry is represented as the relative probability 
per B+A interaction wn for a given number of  total participants  (WNM), projectile 
participants (WPNM), wounded projectile quarks=color-strings (AQM), constituent 
quarks or other fundamental element of particle production. �

•� The dynamics of the elementary underlying process is taken from the data: e.g. the 
measured ET distribution for a p-p collision represents, 2 participants, 1 n-n collision, 1 
wounded projectile nucleon, a predictable convolution of quark-nucleon collisions.�
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ISR-BCMOR-�� �sNN=31GeV: WNM FAILS! AQM works�

WNM, AQM                 
T.Ochiai, 
ZPC35,209(86) �

PLB168, 158 (86)�

WNM edge is parallel to p-p data! This is 
due to dominance of 4th pp convolution�

Both p-p and alpha-alpha data are beautiful   
�-distributions with analytical convolution.�
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Summary of Wounded Nucleon Models 
at mid-rapidity c. 1991 �

•� The classical Wounded Nucleon (Npart) Model (WNM)  of 
Bialas, Bleszynski and Czyz (NPB 111, 461 (1976) ) works only 
at CERN fixed target energies, �sNN~20 GeV. �

•� WNM overpredicts at AGS energies �sNN~ 5 GeV (WPNM 
works at mid-rapidity)--this is due to stopping, second collision 
gives only few particles which are far from mid-rapidity. E802�

•� WNM underpredicts for �sNN � 31 GeV---Additive Quark 
Model Works. BCMOR + Ochiai�
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RHIC—PHOBOS--first dn/d� Measurement 
First published measurement from RHIC�

Large � coverage �s=56, 130 GeV �
Establish standard of quoting 
mid-rapidity dn/d�/(0.5Npart); 
Confirms deviation from WNM�
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MJT-Erice 2003-For Nino PHOBOS dn/d�, Nch�
cf. M.Basile, A. Zichichi et al, PL 
B92, 367 (1980);  B95, 311 (1980)�

Nch/<Npart/2> Au+Au @ �sNN ~ e+e-  =  pp@ �s=2 �sNN�

Leading particle effect-in pp--Zichichi—vanishes in AuAu�

From 1993,published PRC74(2006)021902�
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Phobos: Large �� gives dn/d� in AuAu dAu�

PR
L 91(2003) 052303�

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
0
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�
/d

ch
dN

�

d + Au 

200 GeV 
  0-20% 

 20-40% 

 40-60% 

 60-80% 

 80-100% 

 Min-bias 

PR
C

 72(2005) 031901�

Strong dependence on rapidity 
in dAu, just like E178�

centrality determined by energy (3.0 < |�| < 5.4)  �
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Minimum bias �0, � look fine �
Central  �0, �, jet  look fine �

Peripheral  �0, �, jet  looks wrong �

centrality 
determined 
by energy 

-3.9<�<-3.1�
(Au rapidity) 
Obviously, 
possible   

shift in dn/d� 
not 

understood 
for  pT>10 

particles�
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From RHIC to LHC to RHIC  evolution of  
mid-rapidity dNch/d� with centrality, Npart�

ALICE �sNN=2.76 TeV PRL 106(2011)032301�PHENIX �sNN=130 GeV, PRL86 (2001)3500�
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Identical shape of distributions indicates 
a nuclear-geometrical effect�

The geometry is the number of constituent quark participants/nucleon participant�

Eremin&Voloshin, PRC 67, 064905(2003) ; De&Bhattacharyya PRC 71; Nouicer EPJC 49, 281 (2007)�

New RHIC data for  
Au+Au at �sNN 
=0.0077 TeV show 
the same evolution 
with centrality �
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MJT-QuarkMatter-2012 Poster�
Updated 2013�

The Additive Quark Model (AQM), Bialas and Bialas PRD20(1979)2854 and Bialas, 

Czyz and Lesniak PRD25(1982)2328, is really a color string model. In the AQM model 

only one color string can be attached to a wounded quark. For symmetric systems, it is 

identical to the Quark Participant model (NQP). However for asymmetric systems such 

as       d+Au it is a ``wounded projectile quark�� model since in this model, only 6 color 

strings can be attached to the d while the Au can have many more quark participants. 

New PHENIX data show that in fact it is the NQP not the color string model that works�

But symmetric A+A collisions can’t distinguish 

AQM (color strings) from constituent quarks�
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New PHENIX measurements of ET 
distributions in pp, dAu AuAu; and NQP calc.�

Deconvolute p-p ET distribution to  the 
sum of 1—6  quark  participant (QP) ET 
distributions taken as � distributions�

Calculate dAu and AuAu ET distributions as sum of  QP ET distributions�
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Anisotropic (Elliptic) Transverse Flow--an 
Interesting complication in AA collisions�

px 

py 

•� spatial anisotropy� momentum 
anisotropy�

x�

y�
z�

Reaction 
Plane�

x

y

p
p

atan=�

•�Perform a Fourier decomposition of the 
momentum space particle distributions in 
the x-y plane�

��v2 is the 2nd harmonic Fourier coefficient �

Odd harmonics=0 
due to symmetry of 
�almond�����+��

Elliptical flow   dominant 
at midrapidity�

�R
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A new ballgame-2010-v3 �
•� For the first 10 years of RHIC running and dating back to the 
Bevalac, all the experts  thought that the odd harmonics vanished 
at mid-rapidity due to the symmetry of the source for� � �� + �

•� But, in 2010, an MIT graduate student and his Professor in 
experimental physics, seeking (at least since 2006) how to measure 
the fluctuations of v2 in PHOBOS at RHIC realized that due to 
fluctuations in the collision geometry on an event by event basis, the 
eccentricity of participants on any given event, did not respect the 
average symmetry, resulting in:�
�� In analogy to anisotropies in the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation, an Indian group, A. P. 
Mishra, et al., PRC77, 065902 (2008) suggested that �vn

2 =vn
r.m.s. including odd harmonics might show 

the same effect in A+A collisions. Then a Brazilian theory collaboration, J.Takahashi, et al., PRL 103, 
242301 (2009) who had an event-by-event hydrodynamics code showed that indeed odd harmonics v3 
exist in events with only soft-physics, no hard-scattering. The first measurement was made in 2010: �

*�

�Furthermore the ‘head & shoulder’ or “Mach Cones” prevented 
me from understanding the two-particle correlations from di-jets. �
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Triangular Flow-v3�

B. Alver and G. Roland, Phys. Rev. C 81, 054905 (May 2010)�
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v2{�2}, v3{�3}, v4{�4} at 200GeV Au+Au �

�weak centrality dependence on v3�
�v4{�4} ~ 2 x v4{�2}�
�v3 is comparable to v2 at 0~10% �

charged particle vn : |�|<0.35 
reaction plane �n : |�|=1.0~2.8 

All of these are consistent 
with initial fluctuation.�

PRL 107  (2011) 252301�
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This had been seen in 2-particle correlations:   
vn-without a reaction plane; but not recognized�

Single particle w.r. reaction plane �n!

dNA

d�A �1+ 2vn
A cos n(�A ��n )( )�

dNB

d�B �1+ 2vn
B cos n(�B ��n )( )�

d2NAB

d�Ad�B � 1+ 2v2
Av2

B cos2 �A ��B( ) + 2v3Av3B cos3 �A ��B( ) + ...[ ]

Two particles w.r. to each other!
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A STAR special---A ��-independent near-side correlation in 
addition to the jet is observed in central Au+Au--``The Ridge��

64 

�
�
�

pT
trig=3-6 GeV/c, 2 GeV/c <pT

assoc< pT
trig 

d+Au, 200 GeV 

�jet� ridge 
Au+Au, 200 GeV 

What is the ridge? 
1) Medium heating and parton recombination  
      Chiu & Hwa PRC 72  (2005) 034903  
2) Radial flow + high-pT trigger particle 
      Shuryak, Phys.Rev.C76 (2007) 047901 
      Voloshin, nucl-th/0312065  NPA 749,  (2005) 287   
3) Parton radiation and its coupling  
    to the longitudinal flow 
     Armesto, Salgado, Wiedemann, PRL 93 (2004) 242301  
 

 

4) Momentum broadening in anisotropic QGP 
      Romatschke, PRC 75 (2007) 014901  
5) Longitudinal broadening of quenched  
    jets in turbulent color fields 
      Majumder, Mueller, Bass, PRL 99 (2007) 042301 

6) Momentum kick imparted on partons in medium 
       Wong, PRC  PRC 76 (2007) 054908  
 
 
     

Jana Bielciekova XLIII Rencontres 
de Moriond 2008 

STAR preliminary 
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2-particle correlations AuAu at intermediate pT are very 
different from p-p—From my talk here 2008�

Is there a �dip� at the away-side? 

Strong away-side broadening seen at low pT,assoc 

Also note: systematic uncertainties should not be disregarded 

2.5 < pT,trigger < 4.0 GeV 
1.0 < pT,assoc < 2.5 GeV 

Conical emission: Mach cone? Cherenkov? Other mechanisms? 

PHENIX 
PRL97(2006)052301 

Au+Au�
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AuAu 200 0-5% like sign!
0.2< pT,1  pT,2< 0.4 GeV/c!

Away side correlations in Au+Au much wider than in p-p�

D 

Away side distribution much wider in A
+A than p-p in correlation fn. C(��) 
Subtraction of v2 (flow?) effect� J(��) 
causes a dip at 180o which gives 2 peaks 
at �±D~1 radian independent of system 
and centrality for Npart >100. This is also 
seen for (auto) correlations of low pT 
particles. Is this the medium reaction to 
the passage of a color-charged parton? 
Why no dependence on centrality? Stay 
tuned, much more study needed.�

 PHENIX AuAu          
PRL 98 (2007) 

232302�

All Explained by v3�
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The Ridge, Shoulder, 
“Mach Cone’’ 

i.e. previous 3 slides, all 
explained by v2, v3, . .vn�
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Paul Sorenson-From v2 to vn: and what we learn 

Analogous to the Power Spectrum extracted from the Cosmic Microwave Background �
�

Npairs �1+ 2v1
2 cos�� + 2v2

2 cos2�� + 2v3
2 cos3�� + 2v4

2 cos4�� + ...
WMAP, Astrophys.J.Suppl.170:288,2007�

 A.P. Mishra, R. K. Mohapatra, P. S. Saumia, A. M. Srivastava, Phys. Rev. C77: 064902, 2008�
P. Sorensen, WWND, arXiv:0808.0503 (2008); J. Phys. G37: 094011, 2010�

68 

MJT-2013: easier to 
understand in terms of 
viscosity which is 
proportional to mean 
free path—the shorter 
the mfp, the lower the 
viscosity and more 
higher harmonics seen�
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Lacey:Acoustic Scaling from PHENIX v2,v3,v4�
In arXiv: 1105.3782v2  they claim that from hydrodynamics and kinetic 
theory, for a fixed initial collision geometry (centrality) one should get: �

vn / v2
n/2 = constant, independent of pT�

It works for PHENIX,v2,v3,v4 
data from PRL 107(2011) 
252301.  I checked it myself 
using Excel. Will allow us to 
measure hard-scattering 
correlations with good 
constraint on flow: know v2 
know everything�
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�� = �jet -  �assoc.-hadron�

STAR Jet-hadron correlations-preliminary 2012 �
A.Ohlson, Hard Probes 2012�

In radiative energy-loss models [e.g BDMPSZ 
– AnnRevNuclPartSci 50(2000)37] partons 
radiate and elastically scatter in the medium 
with average 4-momentum transfer2 �2 per 
collision expressed as           /mfp. This should 
produce medium-induced-broadening of the 
away parton (Jet) w.respect to trigger Jet �

q̂ = � 2

No evidence yet (that I know of)�
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STAR Jet-Hadron 2013 final—suggestive? (!)�

“While the widths of the awayside jet peaks are suggestive of medium-induced 
broadening, they are highly-dependent on the shape of the subtracted background,...” 

�
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STAR 1302.6148, with systematic 
errors, is inconclusive due to v2, 
v3, ... uncertainties. �

My idea is to use acoustic scaling to constrain v3,v4... from v2�
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long range, low pT azimuthal correlations in d+Au����

CMS PLB 718 795 (2013)
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LHC RHIC

CMS, ALICE, ATLAS observation of p+Pb “ridge” 
prompted Anne Sickles to take a look at whether there 
were low pT correlations in our 2008 d+Au data ...  

� �����������	
�

The Ridge Returns in pPb at LHC, then RHIC�

Trigger on low pT to reduce jet correlations as much as possible. Take wide �� bin to stay 
away from same side jet peak. Jet effect should be unchanged in central vs peripheral 
collisions so subtract peripheral from central to get rid of jet which leaves cos2�� curve�

PH ENIX
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It does look like Hydrodynamic flow in p/d+A�
PHENIX arXiv: 1303.1794�

v
2
 larger at RHIC due to d 

with larger eccentricity �? � v
2
 /� for dAu, pPb lie on 

curve believed to “prove” 

Hydrodynamic flow in A+A  �
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Can we make the quarks do tricks?�
He3 + Au 

increase the triangularity of  the initial 
state!������	������
� v3?

PHENIX requesting short d+Au & He3+Au 
with increased acceptance relative to 

previous d+Au running (VTX/FVTX) to 
constrain geometry along with long p+Au 

running in 2015
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What’s Next?�
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BNL’s official plan, as shown to NSAC facilities committee
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Last Year: MJT ISSP 2012
 For the future, super PHENIX 

(sPHENIX) �4�� detector for di-jet and 
�-jet measurements using a 1.5 m diam. 
superconducting solenoid, Si tracking   

EM and Hadron calorimeters�
This year: B factory in 
Italy is unfortunately 
cancelled. Babar magnet 
has nowhere to go, so we 
pounce and request it.�
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Turnabout is fair play�

Magnet is 3m in diameter and has worked well. Now, with an 
Italian Magnet, all we need are Italian Collaborators on sPHENIX�
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e/sPHENIX design with high B return piston�
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It’s not a Turkey, it’s a PHENIX�
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JOIN US 
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New STAR spin Results�

 � lepton  
-2 -1 0 1 2
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=1 pdf error2��DSSV08  L0 with 

DSSV08  RHICBOS

DSSV08  CHE NLO

STAR   Preliminary  Run 2012 

-W

+W

� + � e�  � W�+p p
=510 GeVs  < 50 GeVe

T25 < E

LA

Rel lumi
syst

3.4% beam pol scale uncertainty not shown
Remaining syst <10% of stat errors
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T

Jet p
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A
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 p0�
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, Run 2005-20090�PHENIX Prelim. 
PHENIX shift uncertainty

0�DSSV++ for 
STAR Prelim. jet, Run 2009
STAR shift uncertainty
DSSV++ for jet

PHENIX / STAR scale uncertainty 6.7% / 8.8% from pol. not shown
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